Introduction
Satellite images can be usecl to extract the relevant information of the earth surface quickly. The approaches to process and understand the abundant images data have become one of the most important issues. Satellite remote sensing images of high resolution, such as IKONOS, SPOT, COSMOS, ORBITVIEW etc., have been applied widely. And they are also of great significance for map renovation, image matching and so on [1] . In contrast, the approaches and theories of image processing lagged. As far as photogrammetric operational process is concerned, there remains many problems on the mapping and surveying of geomorphology such as building a DEM~ the extraction of man-made ground object, especially automatic extraction far lags t2]. We have made some achievements in image matching, auto-orientation, characteristics extraction, the partition and classification of image, the analyzing and perception of image, the aim rebuilding and automatic aerial triangulation, The automatic extraction is very difficult to implement on computers. In contrast, it is relatively simple for human beings. Therefore, it is more realistic at present to utilize the advantages of both computers and man to conduct the extraction and discerning of semi-automatic characteristics ElI.
Methods of automatic road characteristic extraction
The automatic road characteristic extraction 
